
 
 
 
The start of the fourth quarter finds on the U.S. d ollar and its big peers from Japan and the euro zon e on slippery 
terrain. The dollar has been the star performer in the currency market for the better part of the past  year. 
However, gains for the buck of late have proven tou gher to sustain as renewed worries about global gro wth have 
installed roadblocks to a U.S. rate hike. 
 
Back in the spring the dollar had powered to 12-yea r highs against the euro and a broad basket of six major 
currencies. The Federal Reserve’s aggressive, pro-g rowth measures over the years have started to bear fruit for 
the world’s biggest economy. Consequently, America’ s job market has snapped back with a robust hiring spree 
which has pulled unemployment down to 5.1%, a seven -year low, a full percentage point lower than a yea r ago, 
and markedly improved from double-digit levels in l ate 2009. 
 
With the improving U.S. economy have come expectati ons for the Fed to boost interest rates, something it hasn’t 
done in nine years. Expectations of higher U.S. rat es have bolstered the dollar’s fan base and caught the eye of 
the yield-seeker, serving as its primary pillar of strength. 
 
But the road to a U.S. rate hike has been laden wit h detours which has tapped the brakes on the dollar ’s historic 
run. Many thought the Fed would boost interest rate s in June. But a mid-year move was dashed by the ec onomy’s 
weak start to the year when it barely grew in the f irst quarter. Then many circled the Fed’s mid-Septe mber 
meeting as the potential occasion for the bank to f inally boost its key rate. But the Fed opted agains t a rate hike in 
September, citing worries about China’s moderating economy, something that could potentially cast nega tive 
ripple waves to the global and U.S. economies. 
 
The Fed has two more meetings left in 2015, in late  October and mid-December, at which the bank could lift 
borrowing rates above zero for the first time since  2006. Although the economy is doing better, inflat ion continues 
to run too low, while the Fed also wants to see fur ther strength in the job market before lifting rate s.  
 
Complicating the dollar’s short run outlook have be en developments abroad with Japan’s economy and the  19-
country one in the euro zone. Progress in Japan and  Europe has lagged behind the U.S., causing many to  expect 
their respective central banks to eventually resort  to stronger stimulus to keep things on track. Stro nger central 
bank stimulus tends to be bad for a currency as it aims to push down interest rates to spur faster bor rowing and 
spending, dulling its appeal. 
 
The weak fundamental shape of both Japan and Europe  augur a weaker yen and euro. However, both currenc ies 
have fared resiliently of late as worries about glo bal growth have shifted fundamentals to the side. A s a safe 
haven currency, the yen stands to flourish when mar ket confidence crumbles and investors duck for cove r in 
traditional refuge currencies. 
 
The euro, meanwhile, has tended to fare buoyantly o f late when global markets shift into meltdown mode  and 
skittish investors abandon risky assets like stocks  and high-yielding currencies. That’s because the e uro’s rock-
bottom yield is barely above zero. During calmer ti mes, the euro’s low interest rate leaves it prey to  being used as 
a so-called ‘funding currency’ for bets on higher y ielding currencies like the kiwi and Aussie dollars , home to the 
world’s juiciest yields, respectively, among develo ped nations. Conversely, when global uncertainty in tensifies, it 
shifts that so-called ‘carry trade’ into reverse, s queezing the euro higher. 
 
As uncertain as the immediate road ahead is for the  dollar and its major peers, once a U.S. rate hike comes to 
fruition it should be smoother sailing. But since h igher rates are at least partially baked into the d ollar’s value, it 
could lack some of its recent breakneck, turbocharg ed speed. 
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